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ABSTRACT

We present time-resolved synchrotron x-ray diffraction measurements to study kinetics associated with the liquid-solid and solid-solid high-pressure phase transitions in Kr under dynamic loading in a dynamic-diamond anvil cell (d-DAC). The results show a strong compression-rate dependence of the solidification/melting process in liquid Kr. The analysis of the compression-rate dependent melting/solidification, using an Avrami equation with the parameter n=1 indicates a spontaneous nucleation and one-dimensional growth mechanism. In contrast, the \textit{fcc} to metastable \textit{hcp} transition in solid Kr occurs rapidly at \textasciitilde0.8 GPa near the melting line, which has negligible compression rate dependence within the range of compression rates studied (0.004-13 GPa/s).
INTRODUCTION

Understanding the dynamic response of solid under extreme conditions of pressure, temperature and strain rate is a fundamental scientific quest and a basic research need in materials science. Specifically, obtaining an atomistic description of structural and chemical changes of solid under rapid heating and/or compression over a large temporal, spatial and energy range is challenging but critical to understanding material stability or metastable structure, chemical mechanism, transition dynamic, and mechanical deformation. In this regard, developing time-resolved x-ray diffraction applied to solids under dynamic conditions is timely and synergistic to many proposed activities centered at third- and fourth-generation light sources.

Critical to high-pressure kinetic studies is the ability to precisely control pressure and compression rates over a wide range of governing time scales. Solid-state transformations under static high pressures are typically diffusion-limited, occurring in an intermediate time scale of μs to ms and between those of conventional static (<1 GPa/s) and shock wave (>10^7 GPa/s) compressions. This is the time scale or compression rate that can be obtained, in a controlled way, using dynamic-diamond anvil cells (d-DAC) [1-5]. Hence, in this study we combined d-DAC with time-resolved synchrotron x-ray diffraction to probe structural evolutions and transition dynamics associated with melting and phase transitions of krypton under dynamic pressure loadings.

Noble gases liquids, with the exception of helium, crystalize into a face-centered cubic (fcc) structure at low temperatures or at elevated pressures. Theoretical calculations [6,7], however, predict a diminishingly small energy difference as a function of pressure between fcc and hexagonal close packed (hcp) structures in noble gas solids. In fact, a series of sluggish transitions have been found in fcc-Xe under pressures, first to an intermediate close-packed
phase at ~ 14 GPa, then, to hcp above 75 GPa [8]. The sluggish nature of the transition in solid Xe often resulted in large stacking disorders in the fcc lattice and both fcc and hcp phases being observed over a wide pressure range between 3 and 70 GPa after high temperature annealing by laser heating [9,10]. Xenon metallizes above 130 GPa [8,11-12], presumably in this high-pressure hcp phase. A similar fcc to hcp transition was also observed in laser-heated Kr at the pressure range of 3 to 50 GPa [13].

Electronic structure calculations [7] have suggested that the hybridization between the s/p- and d- bands favors the hcp structure of Xe at high pressures before it metallizes at ~130-150 GPa [11-12]. However, because of small energy difference between the fcc and hcp structures it is difficult to depict the onset of the transition. The fcc-to-hcp transition in Kr, on the other hand, has been predicted to occur well above 130 GPa [14] – substantially higher than the pressure range (3-50 GPa) previously observed [13]. This difference is likely due to the presence of shear in the sample that can introduce the stacking disorder well below the transition pressure.

The fcc structure has an ABC packing order along the body diagonal, while the hcp structure has an AB packing order along the c-axis. Due to numerous slip systems in close-packed structures, imposition of shear or differential stresses can lead to an fcc-to-hcp transition, which is often observed in close-packed metals [15-18]. However, it is also important to note that the stacking disorder is not the only mechanism causing the fcc-to-hcp transition. The hcp structure, for example, has previously been observed upon the rapid solidification of laser-heated Kr at substantially lower pressures (below 50 GPa) [8-10]. As such, it appears to signify other mechanisms governing the transition including lattice defects and disorders.

In order to understand the fcc-to-hcp transition mechanism, we have investigated Kr under dynamic loadings in d-DAC and measured the structural changes associated with the
pressure-induced melting/solidification and *fcc*-to-*hcp* transitions in Kr over a wide range of compression rates. The present experiments have been performed at relatively low pressure at room temperature – in the range far from the predicted *fcc*-hcp transition but near the melting where the formation of defects and stacking disorders can play significant roles depending on the compression rates.

**EXPERIMENTS**

High purity krypton gas (>99.995%, Alfa Aesar) was used without further purification. Kr was loaded cryogenically into a small hole (0.08-0.13 mm in diameter) of a pre-indented stainless steel gasket mounted between two opposed diamond anvils with 0.3 mm culets, together with a few small ruby spheres and copper powder for pressure estimation. Based on the micro-photographic image and x-ray diffraction pattern, the loaded Kr shows no apparent trace of impurities.

Time-resolved x-ray diffraction experiments were carried out using monochromatic synchrotron x-rays at 25.7 keV (0.48262 Å) at the Extreme Conditions Beamline (ECB) P02.2 at PETRA III, Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron (DESY). The incident x-ray beam was focused to a spot size of full width half maximum, \( \sim 2 \) (H) x 7 (V) \( \mu \text{m}^2 \) using a compound refractive lens system (CRL) and the 2-dimensional diffraction pattern was collected using a Pilatus 1M area detector. Electronic instrumentation was used for synchronization, triggering and monitoring the timing between the x-ray detector and \( d \)-DAC; including a piezo-actuator power amplifier, a function generator, a delay generator, and a digital oscilloscope.
For these studies, we utilized a $d$-DAC, which adapts three piezo-electric actuators (Piezo Jenna) into a conventional DAC [19]. The loading profiles of the piezo-electric actuators, including peak pressure ($P$), pressure modulation ($\Delta P$), compression rate ($\Delta P/\Delta t$), and load frequencies ($f$), are precisely controlled by the applied waveform of the electric drive signal, as shown in Fig. 1. The diagram shows the timing of a representative experiment, recorded by an oscilloscope, and includes the pressure modulation (black) and the feedback signal of the Pilatus detector (gray), in comparison to the measured pressure (solid circles) and sample lattice parameters (open diamonds). The arrows indicate when the trigger pulses were sent to the function generator and the detector. The sample pressure was estimated from the measured Cu (111) peak position using the equation of state (EOS) previously reported [20]. This is because the (111) reflection is the most dominant feature observed in all our diffraction data. We used three types of waveforms (sine, square and trapezoid waves) to generate the pressure modulation across the liquid-solid transition. Note that there is a small time delay between the observed Cu and Kr pressure (or lattice) shifts. This delay originates from the difference in compressibility between Cu and Kr samples. The compression (or decompression) rate of the experiment is estimated by the rising (or falling) slope of the determined pressure versus time.

Series of x-ray diffraction images were collected with varying exposure times at the frequency range of 2 (500 ms x-ray exposure) to 33 (30 ms) Hz. Three selected diffraction images of one diffraction experiment are shown in Fig. 2a. We used the Fit2D program [21] to process the diffraction images and convert them to intensity vs $2\theta$ plots (as shown in Fig. 2b) or a 2D contour plot to examine the lattice response to the pressure variation (in Fig. 2c). For comparison, the solid bars at the top of Fig. 2c represent the calculated peak positions for Cu and $fcc$- and $hcp$-Kr at 1.1 GPa using CrystalMaker®. Figure 2c illustrates a series of dynamic
loadings of Kr, consisting of five consecutive, one-second-long truncated sine wave pressure modulations. Note that at the beginning of the experiment, Kr is in the liquid state, solidifies into the \textit{fcc} phase and then transforms into an \textit{hcp} structure during compression. Upon decompression, both the \textit{fcc} and \textit{hcp} phases melt, but only partially; a remnant of \textit{fcc} phase persists. During the five consecutive pressure modulations, not all of diffraction peaks appear in each cycle. Some diffraction peaks appear and develop after a brief delay.

We analyzed the measured angle-resolved diffraction patterns in Fig. 2b using Jade® (MDI, Jade 9) to index the diffraction peaks of Cu and the high-pressure polymorphs of Kr. Then, we analyzed the spectral shape of each indexed peak using Matlab® to locate the peak position, the intensity at the peak center and the integrated intensity of the peak, for further kinetic analysis. The indexed peak positions give the lattice parameters for Cu, \textit{fcc}-Kr and \textit{hcp}-Kr.

\textbf{RESULTS}

Krypton is initially in liquid state, as indicated by the first broad diffuse diffraction ring at around $2\theta = 9^\circ$ illustrated in Fig. 3a and the very weak second broad diffraction ring located at $2\theta = \sim 15.5^\circ$. The solidification process is studied by tracking the spectral changes on this broad liquid diffraction line with pressure. The intensity of the broad liquid peak gets weaker and the peak position shifts toward a slightly higher angle, as pressure increases. The change in the diffraction intensity, or the peak area calculated by integrating the area beneath the peak, is notable with the pressure change, as illustrated in Fig. 3b. The integrated peak area (solid circles) and the measured pressure (open diamonds) are represented as a function of time of the pressure loading in Fig. 3b. Note that liquid and solid Kr coexist over a small pressure range after the
crystallization starts. This is due to the fact that the pressure increase stagnates at the transition pressure and the driving peak pressure remains slightly lower than (or near) the equilibrium solidification pressure, ~ 0.9 GPa.

The analysis shows that the peak area in Fig. 3b decreases (or increases) exponentially with time during the compression (or decompression) at the onset of solidification (or melting) of the Kr. This peak area change can be described in terms of a simple exponential decay/growth equation as represented in the red curves; \( Y=1-a*\exp(-t^n/\tau) \) where \( \tau \) is the decay/growth time constant with \( a = -0.676\pm0.04 \), \( \tau = 0.599\pm0.04 \) s and \( n=1 \). This fact, a simple exponential equation represents the growth (nucleation) equation, indicates there is little contribution from pressure during solidification or melting once the dynamic pressure loading is enough to initiate the process. According to the Avrami equation [22], a simple exponential fit (\( n=1 \)) of the liquid-solid and solid-liquid transitions implies a homogeneous nucleation process, in which all nucleation occurs spontaneously in a supercooled (or supercompressed in the present case) state and there is one-dimensional growth of solid/liquid (a rod-shaped product). This result probably reflects the hydrodynamic nature of dynamic pressure loading (or unloading) in the d-DAC, which drives the Kr sample into a supercompressed (or undercompressed) state near the diamond-Kr interfaces while the mean pressure still remains unchanged. Based on the data in Fig 3, we estimate that the Kr sample at the interfacial region is supercompressed by ~0.3 GPa to 0.8 GPa, sufficient to initiate the solidification process at the mean pressure of 0.5 GPa.

In figure 4, we present the solidification or melting time constant defined as \( \tau \) from the exponential fit as a function of compression (solid circles) or decompression (open circles) rates. As expected, the solidification (or melting) time constants increase as the compression (or decompression) rate decreases (Fig. 4). Note that they follow a linear relationship in the
logarithmic plot (Fig. 4 inset) with a slope of 0.72 (±0.06) GPa\(^{-1}\) for the solidification and 0.63 (±0.2) GPa\(^{-1}\) for the melting. This indicates a similar mechanism governing both the crystallization and melting. A similar linear relationship between the compression rate and the growth rate has often been observed in other solid-solid transformations [22-23]. The slope is related to the activation energy; yet, the time resolution of the experiments in the present study is not sufficient to resolve the transition pressure to extract activation energy, based on the transition state model [24].

Figure 5 shows contour plots of 2θ-time of diffraction patterns obtained under three different dynamic loadings with the compression rates of (a) ~8 GPa/s (50 ms exposure), (b) 1.9(±0.1) GPa/s (200 ms exposure) and (c) 0.005(±0.001) GPa/s (500 ms exposure). The calculated diffraction peak positions are also marked as vertical bars at the top: Cu (in black bars), \(fcc\)-Kr (in blue) and \(hcp\)-Kr (in red) at 1.1 GPa, as well as the measured pressure at the right of the figure. Note that there is a time delay during decompression between the initial pressure decreases as estimated by Cu EOS and the start of the shift of the diffraction peaks of Kr. This discrepancy is due to the difference in compressibility of Cu and Kr.

Upon the fast compression at 8 GPa/s in Fig. 5a, the \(fcc\) phase of Kr appears nearly instantaneously as the pressure increases, while a \(hcp\) phase appears after a delay of ~1 second. The presence of the \(hcp\) is apparent from the appearance of at least three diffraction peaks (100), (102) and (200) with 2θ values of 8.46, 12.2, and 16.9 respectively. Note that the (102) peak appears as a doublet, which likely represents stacking disorder in this metastable \(hcp\)-phase. In addition to the existence of metastable \(hcp\), there are two un-identified diffraction peaks, appearing 0.2 second after the pressure increases at 2θ ~ 14.7°. These two weak diffraction peaks diminished with time and are most likely related to the growth of the \(hcp\) diffraction peaks.
Since no other peaks are possibly related to $hcp$ phase and the intensity changes of these two peaks at 14.7 degree correspond to the later development of a doublet of metastable $hcp$ (102) peak, all of these peaks may indicate a presence of a stacking-disordered intermediate phase as a precursor to the $hcp$ phase. It is possible to observe more disordered peaks or no peaks (indicating amorphous or plastic solid) when the compression rates are increased further. Additional high compression rate experiments with better time resolution are needed to clarify the plausibility of this mechanism. Solid Kr starts to melt as soon as the pressure decreases. As expected, the $hcp$ disappears first, then the $fcc$ about 1 second later. During the largest compression rate experiment of this study, the $hcp$ diffraction peaks are all very weak, implying that faster compression/decompression suppresses the formation of $hcp$ phase. In addition, the nucleation time of $fcc$ phase is much faster than that of $hcp$ phase at the higher compression rates.

At the intermediate compression rate of 1.9 GPa/s depicted in Fig. 5b, the $fcc$ phase appears first during the compression period (or above 0.6 GPa) as is evident from several sharp diffraction peaks including (111) at 8.9 degree and (222) at 17.7 degree; then, the $hcp$ phase starts to appear as the pressure reaches its peak pressure, as is evident from the (100), (101), (102), and (103) diffraction lines at ~8.4, 9.6, 12.3, and 15.9 degrees respectively. Upon decompression, the $hcp$ phase disappears as soon as liquid Kr starts to appear, whereas the $fcc$-phase remains and coexists with liquid for at least 1 second. This reflects the metastable nature of $hcp$ phase, which converts immediately back to the $fcc$ phase or the melt as the stacking disorder immediately dissipates upon melting.

At a compression rate of 0.005 GPa/s in Fig. 5c, for example, there exists a large time delay between the sample response and the pressure modulation; ~9.7 s based on liquid Kr and ~
16.2 s based on Cu. This delay accounts for the late decrease of the area of the liquid ~20 s after the pressure increase (P ~ 0.6 GPa). Surprisingly, the \textit{hcp}-Kr appears at ~29 s after the pressure change and dominates the solid phase. At ~33 s, the (111) peak of the \textit{fcc}-Kr appears, which could also be interpreted as the (002) of the \textit{hcp}-Kr. Furthermore, the remaining diffraction peaks associated with \textit{fcc}-Kr are very weak, including (200), (220) and (311) at 10.3, 14.6, and 17.1 degree respectively. The fact that the \textit{hcp}-Kr dominates at the slower dynamic loading implies that the kinetic energy favors the formation of \textit{hcp}-Kr. A plausible explanation for the formation of the \textit{hcp}-Kr phase when the compression rates are smaller than 0.005 GPa/s, is that the formation of defects and stacking faults are much easier when the pressure compression rates are too low to form the equilibrium \textit{fcc} phase. At slow compression rates the transition to \textit{fcc} is somewhat limited by a relatively high activation barrier with respect to the driving force and, instead, produces defects and stacking faults in the structure which require smaller formation energies.

Upon decompression, solid Kr expands first and then melts. During the melting process, the \textit{hcp}-Kr disappears first, and then the \textit{fcc} melts at all compression rates. Interestingly, at this slow dynamic loading, the amount of the \textit{fcc}-Kr seems to increase first (~10% for (111) peak and 5% for (311)) before it converts to liquid. This may be due to the conversion of the \textit{hcp}-Kr into the \textit{fcc}-Kr (not to the melt).

Figure 6 shows the lattice parameter changes of (A) \textit{fcc}- and (B) \textit{hcp}-Kr upon the pressure modulations at the compression rate of 0.02 (±0.009) GPa/s, including both the lattice parameters from individual (hkl) planes (open symbols) and the average values (solid symbols). The compression rate, $\Delta P/\Delta t$, are estimated from the slope of pressure change from the measured Cu (111) diffraction line using the previously reported equation of state [20]. The $\Delta a/\Delta t$ of the
fcc phase, on the other hand, is obtained from the linear slopes of the lattice changes (red lines) during compression and decompression. The \( t_i^{fcc} \) (or \( t_i^{hcp} \)) denote the time when the first \( fcc \) (or \( hcp \)) diffraction peak appears, whereas the \( t_{iP}^{P} \) (or \( t_{max}^{P} \)) denote the time when the pressure starts to increase (or reaches its maximum value). A delay between the sample responses and the modulation is observed, partially due to the delay of mechanical engagement of the piezo transducers and partially from the different sensitivities of Cu and Kr as described below. The large error bars on the calculated pressure compared to those of the calculated lattice parameters of Kr reflect the substantially greater compressibility of Kr phases in contrast to Cu. However, a systematic analysis allows meaningful comparisons among different dynamic loadings.

**DISCUSSION**

The volumes of \( fcc \) and \( hcp \)-Kr as a function of time/\( t_m \) (\( t_m \) is the duration for one modulation) are presented in Figure 7a. During dynamic loading, a \( \sim 2\% \) volume compression (or decompression) is achieved. Clearly, the volumes of the \( fcc \) phase measured at different compression rates are in an excellent agreement with each other. The volume of the \( hcp \) phase deviates slightly from that of the \( fcc \), when it initially forms, but it becomes the same during the decompression.

Note that there is a subtle difference in the measured volumes of the \( hcp \) phase at different compression rates; for example, those at 0.02 GPa/s compression rate are slightly larger than those at 0.07 and 1.9 GPa/s rates. The former agree well with the specific volumes of the \( fcc \) phase. This is interesting, because the metastable \( hcp \) phase becomes denser (by about 2\%) than the stable \( fcc \) phase over the pressure range between 0.5 and 2 GPa, especially at the faster rate of compression. Nevertheless, it is consistent with a previous result [13], indicating that \( hcp \)-Kr, formed after laser-heating at high pressures of 20 GPa, is about 1.4\% denser than the \( fcc \) phase.
Although the volume difference between the hcp and fcc phases is well within the error bar, this observation may be related to the fact that the amount of hcp-Kr dominates at slower dynamic loadings, discussed above. The c/a ratios of the hcp-Kr measured at different dynamic loadings (in Fig. 7a inset) show a relatively large range of 1.60 to 1.68 – reflecting a kind of stacking disorder in the hcp phase.

In figure 7b, we summarize the average volume compression curves of the fcc (solid circles) and hcp (open circles) phases in comparison with those previously measured in static (solid line) and laser-heating (solid and open diamonds) experiments [10,13], in the pressure range of 0.5-2 GPa. The volume data of Kr are the average value of all volume data at the same measured pressure for all measurements. The scattering experimental data in the range of 0.5 and 1.1 GPa imply that the hysteresis during the pressure cycling are observed for both fcc-Kr and hcp-Kr phases, which is demonstrated by the selected sets of measurements shown in the inset of Fig.7b. The hysteresis loop of the fcc phase is slightly larger than that of the hcp phase. At higher pressure (>1.1 GPa), the hysteresis is below the sensitivity of our detection for both phases. The static compression curve is produced using the third-order Birch-Murnaghan (B-M) EOS with the previously reported parameters of the isothermal bulk modulus (K_T =2.7 GPa), its first derivative with respect to pressure (K’=5.4) and the volume at ambient condition (V_0= 29.7 cm^3/mol) [13]. Again, the measured volumes of the hcp phase are very similar to those of the fcc, consistent with the coexistence of hcp and fcc. It also shows a subtle yet notable slope change in the pressure-volume curve at ~0.9 GPa – the previously reported solidification pressure [13]. Note that the extrapolation of the present compression curve agrees well with the previously observed volumes of the fcc (solid diamonds) and hcp (open diamond) phases under temperature
modulation at ~2.2 GPa [10]. Nevertheless, the dynamic EOS agrees well with the static EOS within the pressure difference by 0.3 GPa, as shown by the blue curve.

The measured strain rate \( \Delta a/a_0/\Delta t \) decreases linearly from +0.4/s to -0.4/s as the compression rates increases from -9 to 12 GPa/s, as shown in Fig. 8. As such, the present result demonstrates the elastic response of the \( fcc \) lattice under dynamic loading. The slope of the \( fcc \) lattice change rate, \( \Delta a/\Delta t \) is -0.24(±0.01) Å/GPa. In fact, the measured linear compressibility, ~0.041(±0.002) GPa\(^{-1}\) is calculated by dividing \( a_0 = 5.8213 \) Å from \( V_0 \) of B-M EOS [13]. Based on the reasonable assumption that \( fcc \) is isotropic, the isothermal compressibility, ~0.123(±0.006) GPa\(^{-1}\) in this study is quite similar to the isothermal compressibility of \( fcc \)-Kr, 0.167 GPa\(^{-1}\), derived from the adiabatic bulk modulus (\( K_s = 6 \) GPa at 1 GPa) of Kr from energy-dispersive x-ray diffraction and Brillouin scattering [25]. Hence, based on this observation we conclude that the formation of the \( hcp \) phase is indeed induced by a simple stacking disorder of the \( fcc \) phase - not by the plastic deformation or twinning. A higher compression rate and/or higher pressure may be required to induce the plastic deformation of the \( fcc \) phase.

The induction times for the nucleation of the \( fcc \) and \( hcp \) phases can be estimated statistically as illustrated in Fig. 9. According to the Gaussian probability density function and the Gaussian fits shown in red, approximately 68% of the \( fcc \) phase nucleates and appears within -0.12 – 0.18 s from the instance of the pressure increase. In addition, approximately 68% of \( hcp \)-Kr appears in the time frame of -0.28 – 0.57 s after the pressure reach the peak value. The times of \( t_i^{fcc}, t_i^{P}, t_i^{hcp} \) and \( t_{max}^{P} \) are defined in Fig. 6. The number of measurements used for the \( fcc \) and \( hcp \) phases are, respectively, 51 and 40. The threshold transition pressure of the \( hcp \) phase is found to be ~ 0.8 GPa at the compression rates ranging from 0.004 to 13 GPa/s, as shown in the inset. Even though the time resolutions of the current studies are slow, the induction times of
this study provide valuable information for the future studies. In this study, the induction times of \textit{fcc} and \textit{hcp} phases have no compression rate dependence or are not quantifiable because of inadequate time resolution of our measurements. This result agrees very well with the observation of spontaneous nucleation observed in liquid Kr.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The solidification of Kr occurs through spontaneous nucleation of an \textit{fcc} lattice, following a simple exponential decay of liquid Kr and the critical nucleation time of \(-0.12 - 0.18\) s. Based on the Gaussian probability density analysis, the nucleation time of solid Kr is found to be independent of the compression rate over \(0.004-13\) GPa/s. The \textit{fcc} lattice behaves elastically at all pressures and compression rates studied, which transforms into the metastable \textit{hcp} phase at \(~0.8\) GPa. We found that the formation of \textit{hcp}-Kr is most pronounced at the slowest compression rates (<0.005 GPa/s), suggesting a defect-assisted transition mechanism. As such, the slow compression rate produces a larger amount of defects in the \textit{fcc} lattice, which can lower the transition barrier to the \textit{hcp} phase under dynamic compressions. Consequently, the formation of the metastable \textit{hcp} at low pressure under dynamic loading confirms the predicted small volume difference between \textit{fcc} and \textit{hcp} phases. The isothermal compressibility, \(~0.123 (\pm0.006)\) GPa\(^{-1}\) measured in this study agrees reasonably well with that, \(0.167\) GPa\(^{-1}\) previously obtained from the energy-dispersive x-ray diffraction and Brillouin scattering [25]. The measured linear strain rate of the \textit{fcc} phase supports the suggestion that the \textit{fcc}-to-\textit{hcp} transition arises from stacking disorder in the \textit{fcc} phase - not by the plastic deformation or twinning.
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Figure Captions

**Fig. 1** One representative applied waveforms (black line) into piezo-actuators and the detector response (gray line) on the left vertical axis and the experimental pressures estimated from Cu (solid circles) and the lattice parameter of Kr-\textit{fcc} (open diamonds) on the right vertical axes.

**Fig. 2** (a) Three representative diffraction images during the modulations. The number stated in the image is the scan number of the modulation. (b) The integrated diffraction patterns from the selected images. (c) A $2\theta$-scan_number plot of a series of time-resolved diffraction measurements with 50 ms exposure time, consisting of five consecutive, one-second-long truncated sine wave pressure modulations and the calculated diffraction patterns of Cu (black), Kr-\textit{fcc} (blue) and Kr-\textit{hcp} (red) at 1.1 GPa.

**Fig. 3** (A) A stacking plot of x-ray diffraction patterns between 5 and 15 degree during compression. A broad peak centered at 9 degree is the liquid diffuse peak, the peak at $2\theta = 13.5$ degree is Cu (111) diffraction peak and the peak at $2\theta = 14.7$ degree is Kr-\textit{fcc} (220) diffraction peak. The gray area illustrates the integrated area of liquid Kr. (B) The integrated area of liquid Kr (solid circles) on the left vertical axis and the pressure (open diamonds) on the right vertical axis as a function of time. The red lines are the exponential fits.

**Fig. 4** The decay/growth time constants, $\tau$ (solid circles: compression, open circles: decompression) across the liquid-solid phase boundary as a function of compression rates in a linear scale and in a natural logarithmic scale (inset). The black line is the linear fit of the data during compression, and the red line is the linear fit of those during decompression.

**Fig. 5** Three representative 2-D $2\theta$-time plots of time-resolved diffraction pattern (with a trapezoidal wave pressure modulation) at faster (a) $\sim$8 GPa/s (50 ms exposure), moderate (b)
1.9(±0.1) GPa/s (200 ms exposure), and slower (c) 0.005(±0.001) GPa/s (500 ms exposure) compression rates with its measured pressure (solid circles) and the bars showing the calculated diffraction patterns of Cu (blacks), Kr-fcc (blues) and Kr-hcp (reds) at ~ 1.1 GPa.

Fig. 6  (A) Lattice parameter of Kr-fcc (symbols, left vertical axis) and pressure (open circles, right vertical axis) as a function of time. Different open symbols represent the lattice parameter calculated from different diffraction peaks and the average of lattice parameter shows in solid circles. (B) Lattice parameters of Kr-hcp (symbols, left vertical axis) and modulation waveform (black curves, right vertical axis) as a function of time. Different open symbols represent the lattice parameter calculated from different diffraction peaks and the averages of lattice parameters show in solid circles.

Fig. 7  (A) Volumes of Kr-fcc (solid symbols) and Kr-hcp (open symbols) at three representative dynamic loadings (1.9±0.1 GPa/s: circles, 0.07±0.03 GPa/s: triangles, and 0.02±0.009 GPa/s: diamonds) as a function of relative time, time/t_m (t_m: the modulation period). The inset plots the c/a ratios of Kr-hcp at all dynamic loadings as a function of time/t_m. The black line in the inset locates the ideal c/a ratio of hcp, 1.633.  (B) Volumes of Kr-fcc (solid) and Kr-hcp (open) at dynamic loadings, volumes of fcc at static condition (curves), and volumes of fcc and hcp under laser-heating conditions (diamonds) as a function of pressure. The static P-V curve is calculated from the third-order Birch-Murnaghan equation[13]. The volumes of fcc and hcp is obtained from the previous laser-heating experiments [10]. The inset shows the representative hysteresis of fcc and hcp during compression (bottom) and decompression (top).

Fig. 8  The measured strain rate (Δa/a₀/Δt) of Kr-fcc as a function of compression rates. The solid circles are calculated under compression and the open circles are under decompression. The black line is the linear fit of the measured strain rates and compression rates.
**Fig. 9** (A) The histogram of the time difference between when Kr-\emph{fcc} first appears and when pressure starts to increase. (B) The histogram of the time difference between when Kr-\emph{hcp} first appears and when pressure reaches the peak pressure. The red curves are the Gaussian fits and the inset of the bottom panel illustrates the threshold pressures when Kr-\emph{hcp} appears.
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